Contractors—Is Admin Work Bogging You Down?
Let StrataSync Help You Complete More Jobs Per Day

Getting more jobs successfully completed each day and getting paid faster are what Contractors care about. Minimize time required for non-value-add activities like managing instruments and assembling test data submissions with VIAVI StrataSync.

StrataSync Offers Contractors:

Test Data Exchange
With just a couple of mouse clicks test data which has been collected and automatically uploaded from an instrument to StrataSync can be verified and then instantly be transferred to a service provider’s account. The data is immediately accessible in a familiar system and format for the service provider reducing delays in issuing payment for work completed.

StrataSync Test Data Exchange
- Deploy correct instrument config/limits per job to match each service provider’s specifications
- Execute correct tests for each service provider
- Collect data for all providers in single repository
- Easily assemble complete package for each job
- Instantly transfer complete data set to service providers StrataSync account
- Get Paid Faster!!!

Benefits
- Get paid faster via instant electronic test data exchange with service providers
- Faster job completion due to elimination of test report preparation
- Ensure tests are performed right the first time using correct configs/test limits per job
- Eliminate retests resulting from test data loss/corruption
- No server to buy or maintain, and no recurring expense for StrataSync Core

Features
- Cloud-enabled architecture provides secure, easy network access from anywhere
- Complete asset management also tracks non-VIAVI instruments
- Automation simplifies update of instrument firmware, options, and configuration files
- No charge for StrataSync Core functionality

Applications
- Instant test data transfer for invoicing
- Centralized management of field instrument software, configuration, and test data
- Floating SW license and option management
- Self admin of instruments (Tech Portal)
- Tech performance tracking
Asset & Configuration Management

No two days are the same for contractors. They may be performing tests for one service provider in the morning and a different one in the afternoon. The instrument, configuration, and test limit specifications for each service provider are rarely common, and even one error in setup can result in a costly return visit to retest. With StrataSync, contractors can ensure that they have the correct instruments and options available, that the instruments are within calibration, and that they are using the correct configurations and limits received directly from each service provider.

Solution: StrataSync

- Create configs offline or receive from Service Providers
- Store and manage standard configs in StrataSync
- Selectively deploy stored configs to desired assets
- Techs never need to create or alter configs in the field
- Managed configs drive consistency of test

Workflow/Compliance Management

Not all techs are created equal, and quantifying performance of each can identify opportunities for coaching, enable fair merit-based compensation programs, and illuminate systemic issues impacting large portions of your workforce. Eliminate unnecessary retests or time spent troubleshooting non-existent problems by spotting test limit errors affecting multiple techs. StrataSync enables these capabilities and more by tracking and reporting on number of jobs assigned to a tech or workgroup, number of tests completed, and percentage passing/failing.
Wide Range Of Instruments Covered

Do you test more than just a single service type such as Cable, DSL, or Fiber? No problem, StrataSync has you covered with support for a wide range of instruments spanning technologies with more being added frequently. StrataSync even offers basic asset and test data management for non-VIAVI instruments to enable tracking of all of your gear in a single system.

StrataSync Core
- Asset Management
- SW Version Management
- SW Option/license Management
- Configuration Management
- Tech Portal
- Zero cost

StrataSync Plus
- All Core Capabilities
- Long Term Test Data Storage
- VIAVI Assistance
- Licensed

No Additional Charge For StrataSync Core

StrataSync Core capabilities are included when you purchase any StrataSync-enabled instrument from VIAVI, there is nothing to buy to take advantage of these benefits. StrataSync Core includes asset and configuration management, test data management with 35 day limit, and even instrument self-management for techs via the Tech Portal. StrataSync Plus extends test data storage for up to 6 years and provides access to seasoned VIAVI StrataSync experts for assistance with setup, config, usage, reporting – just about anything that you desire.